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Initiation Guidelines May Be
Announced To Campus Soon
cently passed Ohio law which
makes "hazing a crime," authorizes "civil actions for hazing." and
limits "the defenses available in
such actions."
By this bill it is possible to bring
civil suit for injury or damages,
both mental and physical pain or
suffering, resulting from hazing.:
The suit may be brought against
any participants in the hazing,
including the organization as a
whole andor its officers. Additionally, suit may be brought against
"any administrator, employee or

By BRIAN HOW1AND
To the delight of some, the disagreement of others and the languor
of many, the College is in the final
stages of adopting a new policy on
section and club initiation activities
in time for this year's traditional

Hi I

v

"initiation week."

The policy, which is expected to
be formally announced by President Copeland sometime at the end
of this month, is based largely, -- if
not completely, on the work of a
Ad Hock Committee
on Initiation Assessment.
The committee was created and
set op as a direct result of events
which occurred on. campus last
spring. The events were the approval and submission to the president of a faculty recommendation
that initiation week and its related
activities be suspended until a committee could be appointed and able
to assess the implications of initiation week.
After this motion was passed, a
student petition was submitted requesting President Copeland to conten-memb- er

Hershman Must
Leave Faculty

-

llary Critp, former etxhalrman of the .Republican
member of John Anderson's
National Committee and
Campaign Committee, lectured at Wooster last - week.
Shown here is her lecture at IfcGaw Chapel. Photograph
by Franz Jantxen.

'Get Out

Gris& Wells Women
By EDITH MeGANDY
"Without choice there is ao

"

V

co-chairm-

dlgni-t- w
-

Mary Crisp, former
of the Republican National Committee visited Wooster this past
Tuesday as part of the Women's
Week 1983 schedule of events.
Crisp came to Ohio to join in the
Akron commemoration of the 10th
anniversary of the Supreme Court
decision to legalise abortion. She
sits on the National Abortion Rights
Action League Committee. Her purpose in coming to Wooster was to
encourage young people. In particular women, to become politically
active.
"If we dont like it, we have the
ability to change it," says Crisp,,
who became politically active in
ISO. Inspired by Barry Goldwater.
she started on the neighborhood
level as an activist for the Republie
can Party. Combining her
job as housewife with 'volunteer
activities for the party eventually
payed off,, for Crisp, who became.
Co-Chairm-

an

full-tim-

'

i consideration by the Educa
' After
presided
: By ANGELA HUBLER

tional Policy Committee,
over by the Dean of Faculty vman
Holliday , a position has - been cut
from the Speech Department, The
decision was made on the basis of
economic necessity, according to
--

Holliday.
.;
r
As a result of this decision' the
Speech Department rewrote the
requirements for a remaining position making it possible for both of
the younger members of the de--

partment. Phyllis Hershman and
Patrick Jerome, to apply. But the
position of debate coach was written out of this description.
According to Hershman, "There
really was no choice but to cut
debate when given the decision by
the E.P.C. Three programs can't
be run by three staff members.
Classes still have to be taught."
lege lawyer. .
The other two programs directed
of the Committee."
The final recommendations to the by the department are WCWS radio
Crisp firmly believes in this type
politics." as she president were primarily based on station and the speech and hearing
of "grass-roo- ts
two foundations. The first was re clinic, both community services
Continued on Page 5
not

take."

Jn order to make a report. 'the
committee met 'at least fifteen
times' studied various related reports, and "met with every constituency on campus," according to
Collins: These included meetings
with representatives of each section and club, independents, facul
ty, maintenance staff and the col

I
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Winpisinger, Pace Open
Org at Decisions Progr am
By BRIAN EOWLAND

On Thursday, January 13, the
college's annual "Great Decisions"
forum was inaugurated by a discussion on the problem of trade and
unemployment. The evening featured two speakers who represent
positions - which are traditionally
labor
Juxtaposed in businesses--and management.
Speaking from the labor perse pc-tive was William "Wimpy" Winpi
singer, the president of the 750,000
member. Machinists and Aerospace
:

-

--

-.

--

.

Workers Union. Winpisinger

presented his views in a boistertwenty-fiv- e
minute prepared
statement On the other aide was
Stanley Pace, president and Chief
Executive Officer of TRW, an international manufacturer of automobile replacement and aerospace
parts. Pace followed the labor leader by presenting his views on trade
and unemployment
.Although the number of disagreements between the two exceeded
the number of points of agreement

ous,

.

an' affirmative defense that the

school ... was actively enforcing a
policy against hazing at the time
the cause of the action arose."
Continued on Paget,"

The E.P.C. directive "greatly influenced my decision to leave. Deborah Hilty told me when I was
hired, -- the debate coach position,
will never be cut"' -

Hershman ; said. V "I think
there are certain people on this
campus who" have an unfavorable
opinion toward this activity and
there was an opportunity to cloak it
as economic retrenchment They
(professors)' don't like debaters in
class because they don't always
attend class regularly; they are
sometimes arrogant
te
Debators tend to be more
than a football player, they
tend to put people on the defensive." Hershman said after receiving several irate phone calls from
professors. .:
She said that "no one from the
speech department or from admissions was ever invited to address
the E.P.C" regarding the decision
of its impact on the department or
admissions. According to Hershman, comments such as "anybody
can coach debate, debate is ex-- "
pendable," were made by E.P.C
members. Hershman. estimated that she
draws 12 students a year to Wooster solely on the basis of the strong
debate program. The debate budget is $8,000 a year. "If I bring in 12
kids a year, add it up, add up the
Continued on Page 8
.

sider student input with respect to
any proposals concerning initiation

Copeland announced the appointment of the Ad Hoc Committee,
whose - members are' representatives of the student' body- (both
sectionclub and independents),
faculty and administration. The
chairman of the committee, Gordon
Collins, said that the essential purpose of the committee was to recommend "whether there should be
initiation week (activities) and. if
so, what form they take or should

i

SpeechDept. Forced
To Cut Debate

--

!The'Wstweti of Tall quarter,'.

faculty member of the school ...
who knew or reasonably should
have known of the hazing and who
did not make, reasonable attempts
r
to prevent it ..." .
In this case the school may also
be held liable. Particularly important to .those making the recommendations was the fact that "it is

--

--

--

.

.

arti-cul-
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SGA Petitions Available . i
Starting Monday, Jan. 24,
for students interested in running for SGA offices on Feb. 18 will
be available at Lowry Center front
desk.
Positions are open to all students;
candidates need not be SGA representatives.
The offices- of SGA President
Vice President, Corresponding Secretary, Secretary, Treasurer, Financial Affairs Committee Chair-"
person. Student Services and .
Special Projects Committee Chairperson, Social Concerns Committee
Chairperson and three Campus
are curCouncil members-at-larg- e
rently open for candidates for elec- --

petitions

.

both were emphatic in, stressing
that the problem of U.S. trade and
unemployment is one of the major
--

problems facing our country.
Winpisinger, in his presentation,
chose to place much of the blame
for this country's trade, productivity 'and unemployment woes on the
large multinational corporations.
Winpisinger asserted that of the
three major elements of international trade capital, labor and teeh-Continued on Page 4
,
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Fleeting Treaties
And The Freeze
The fault of last year's freeze
movement rested in its simplistic,
idealistic and wholly impractical
nature. The fact that its sponsors,
including former Boston educator
Randall Forsberg, believed a
freeze realistic and legitimate is
more saddening than fanciful.
In a November Sclentic American article. Hiss Forsberg presents
a' lengthy, and on the surface,
convincing argument that a freeze
of nuclear armaments at present
levels is wise and beneficial for
both nuclear superpowers.
Drawing on the Forsberg proposal, as well as the late Leonid
Brezhnev's freeze program, Soviet
--

any arms treaty.
In the 1950s military analyst
George Kennan wrote in American
Diplomacy that this country tends
to adopt the notion that "it should
be possible to suppress the chaotic
and dangerous aspirations of governments in the international field
by the acceptance of some legal
rules and restraints."
The freeze tended to believe
"rules" and "restraints" could halt
the arms race. Yet "rules" and
"restraints" did not stop Iran from
holding America at bay for over 400
days. Nor did they stop invasions of
South Viet Nam, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, or South Korea by communists. The feeble League of Nations was manipulated as a game
by Hitler. Kings and their knights
in armor signed treaties or resolutions for entertainment and Napoleon was fond of using them as a
ploy to draw countries into his web.
Treaties of "rules" and "restraints" stand as a lessen to history that they never stand
for
--

Part II
In An

Editorial
Series.

President Andropov's recent endorsement of it, and the freeze
demands of Senators Edward Kennedy, Sam Nunn, Henry Jackson
and Mark Hatfield, the freeze
movement believed an end-a- ll
to
nuclear proliferation was in store.
But, as a shocking
edito--'
rial in The New Republic said:
"Simple assertions ... will not do."
Nor did they.
Last week's column on M.E.L.T.
and its accompanying graph lend
credence to the argument that
America's defenses are critically
below par when matched with Soviet forces. Had it been adopted, a
contrary to what Forsfreeze
berg It Co. believe
would have
locked America in an inferior position. Even if Miss Forsberg's Scientific American article, which shows
the U.S. as the leading nuclear
power, were believed, the freeze
concept is effectively nulled. Neither side would have accepted the
underdog spot And in spite of Miss
Forsberg, Mr. Andropov admits to
his nation's superiority, and suggests that his nation will by no
means be an underdog. "Any policy
directed to securing military superiority over the Soviet Union has no
future and can only heighten the
threat of war," he said in a policy
address last Dec. 21.
Had the now defunct freeze been
agreed to in 1982, it would have
gone down in history as another
meaningless pact between governments. As The New Republic points
out, "as a practical proposal, the
freeze is a disaster"
because it is "unverifiable." Miss
Forsberg and her followers tried to
circumvent this problem by ignoring it The inability to inspect
something the
missile fixtures
United States has offered and the
Soviet Union denied since the Eisenhower days
renders useless
anti-free-

halt-in-pla-

ce

ze

long.

America's freeze movement was
a passing fancy, though a well
organized one. What better way for
politicos in an election year to get
constituents' minds off less choice
topics than by urging a halt on the
production of nuclear weapons. If
clergy and old folks and school
teachers and housewives are for

it

'America's freeze

movement was a
passing fancy,

would have been nonsense. As they
did with President Carter's
S.A.L.T. program, the Soviets
would have kissed President Reagan, and shuffled back to the
Kremlin in laughter, carrying with
them a crumpled freeze of nuclear
weapons

treaty.

New Journal
Is Lauded
By Spence

.

M.E.L.T. accepts this theory because it has kept peace between
major powers for 35 years. And to

freeze . would have Impaired oui
deterrent capability, making thj
improbability of nuclear war les
certain.
.Timothy E. Spend
1,

V..'.

-

that not one, but two alternatives leave them otherwise free to
have attempted to compete with it
n
Being a coadjutor of the
idea that competition is rarely harmful, I applaud your effort,
and wish you and your staff luck in
your endeavor to gag the Republic
with laughter while concomitantly
seeking with relish your niches in
the upper middle dais.
Timothy K. Spence
Editor
.
The Wooster Vole
Smj-thea-

NOTE: The following letter was
aent by Voice editor Timothy E.
Spence to Margaret Poethig, the
editor of the newly established
humor Journal. The Harold. The
staff of The Harold asked that Mr.
Spence's letter be printed for the
benefit of the College community.

I was most pleased to see the
emergence of The Harold last year,
and commend any organization of
one.
students
their purposes and
which has
Ideas notwithstanding
the devotion and intestinal fortitude
to band together in an effort to
bring to fruition any Journal, especially one which must now compete
against something as humorless
and staid as The Wooster Voice.
From my point of view, the
journalistic salt that I am, I was
much impressed by (a) the dean,
artistic appearance of The Harold
(it was unusually perfect for the
on
first issue); and (b) the most
enlightening and altogether well-dospread on Professor F.W.
Cropp. The latter was refreshingly
creative
it transcended the king
of the hill games some newspapers
play and brought home a character who has touched so many Wooster students.
You can clearly see that conwho could not be.
But to present it as a treaty from trary to popular understanding, my
a position of weakness, without reaction to The Harold was neither
regard to the need for verification, harsh nor marked by envy. Indeed,
and in the presence of negotiations I think it speaks well of the current
for elimination of intermediate-rang- e staff of The Wooster Voice that it
nuclear missiles in Europe, has so effectively influenced com

nuclear weapons. '

able to launch in retaliation.

continue peace, a. credible deter
rent must be maintained. The

Good Government.,
a wise and frugal govern
ment which shall restrain men
munity opinion Hke" never before from injuring one another, shall

"Because nobody wants a nucle

though a well

What
organized
better way for
politicos in an
election year to get
constituents' minds
off less choice
topics than by
urging a halt
the
production of

ar war" was the rallying call of the
freeze movement It was also the
reason why it failed. The important
factor in deterrence is the ability to
survive .a first strike, and then be

ne

Clydesdale Asks

For Feedba ck

regu-- j

late their own pursuits of rod
and improvement and shall no
take from the mouth ox labor in
bread it has earned. This is thi
sum of good government.."
Thomas Ji
-first Inaugural, 1801
i
:

l

THE WOOSTER VOICE
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Published weekly during the aeademi!
year except daring vacations and exami
nation periods by the students of Thi

I
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes al
tuned letters to the editor from sui
dents, faculty, administrators, subacid
bers and members of the greater Wooa
ter community, au eorresponaence ma
be addressed to: The Wooster Voic
The College c
Post Office Box
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691. Currei
subscripuonJs 112.00 per year sir secon
cuss delivery, 917.00 (or nrst ciassma
delivery.
Postan nald at Wooster. Ohio. Pos
master: Send address changes to Tb
VB
Vnl.. Dta4 AMm Ca rVM1
The College of Wooster, Wooster. Ohid
C-J1- 87,

Editor,
.
For the past two quarters I have
been in charge of running the
Student Government Association's
storage program and the beginning
and end of the quarter bus service
to and from the Cleveland Hopkins

Airport

Through these activities I have
met many people and now I would
like to ask those of yon who have
used these services for some feedback. Basically I would like any
suggestions of how these programs
could have been run better, more
efficiently or WHATEVER! Any
constructive suggestions you might
have would not only help me to
make these projects work more
effectively but also help anyone
who plans them in the future.
So if you nave any suggestions,
just let me know.
Susan Clydesdale
Box 1371

S46U.

Back issues are available from
Wooster Voice office.
FRANZ 1L JANTZEN
Chief Photographer

Thi

JOHN STAPLETON
Sports Editor
.

JOHN MICHAEL bOANO
Circulation Manager
.

Staff members: Jin Bradford, Dav
Bryan, Winston B. Farrow, Andrew DJ
Goldman, Ian Hartrick, Sidney Hasf
tings, Karin Hanschild, Karl Prescotj
Henning, Brian Howland, Frani Janta
en. Susan R. Jones, Garth Katner. Ery
Lapp, Christopher A. Luxe, Robert Man
ning, Thomas Peth, Rachael Porter, Dot
Sandford, Karen Sapio, Warren Seidel
nana bimmons, Daniel J. sirorsn. kodi
ert Sullivan. Tetsie Tzavaras. Phil Unl
dercuffler, Michael Veloff, Joanna West!

era.

.

-

.
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News
Digest
Compiled by Chris Lose
It Is estimated that
the Soviet Cosmos 1402 spy satellite
will fan to earth late this month.
The nuclear reactor of the satellite
fell to about 122 miles above the
MOSCOW

Lottors:

JYi.Q.L.T.

Spence Is A Reason
For Not Giving Up
1984-198-

--

-

on-worl- d

record-breakin-

d,

Pt--

3

Considered

Editor,
Never one to disappoint us, Timo- Pentagon document which calls it
8
Defense Guidthy E. Spence has kicked off a new "Fiscal
ance."
with
his
year
favorite
of
editorials
an
falling
at
earth's surface, and is
As I have stated, it would take
The Soviet Union, or more
increasing rate, the Defense De- topic
specifically what we should do to volumes to point out all the flaws in
partment reports.
this proposal (three very good ones
LONDON
British Prime Minis- them.
It would take at least a volume, if are Jonathan Schell's Fate of the
ter Margaret Thatcher and the
not more, to write rebuttals to all Earth, Nuclear War: What's in it
Conservative Party were under investigation by a government agenthe irresponsible claims Mr. for You? published by the Ground
cy for their role in the Falklands Spence's Jan. 14 editorial contains, Zero Project and Freeze! by Senaconflict, but the investigators so I will confine myself - to the tors Hatfield and Kennedy), but
you may be asking yourself "Why
cleared her and the party of major points of his proposal.
do we need a movement for the
declaring
by
begins
The editorial
charges that they failed to avert or
anticipate the invasion by the Ar- the Nuclear Freexe Movement perpetuation of the present sysgentinians. However, there was cri- dead. As proof of this bold claim tem?" The answer is never directly
ticism for faulty intelligence work Mr. Spence offers an article "else- stated but heavily implied in the
in failing to alert the government of where in the journal" which points first three paragraphs: to diffuse
out the poor attendance at peace resistance to the present system. In
Argentina's possible aggression.
cer- other words, if the people march on
BONN
During Soviet Foreign functions here at Wooster
Minister Gromyko's visit to West tainly representative of a world- Washington to support the arms
buildup, if the religious leaders
Germany, he is seeking support for wide movement
policy. AcAfter making this Momentous issue statements condemning the
the Soviet nuclear-arm- s
cusing the U.S. of inflexibility, he Declaration, Mr. Spence, in his Soviet Union, and if the voters vote
said that the two nations "live in Infinite wisdom, gives us the Alter- for resolutions to increase defense
the same European house, under native: Mobilize to Eliminate Ter- spending, there is nothing standing
the same roof." Meanwhile West ror or M.E.L.T. What Terror are in the way of the military proGerman diplomats are questioning we Mobilizing to Eliminate? Soviet grams Mr. Spence feels are so
the need for the U.S. to deploy Terror of course! What other kind precious.
Regardless of the rightness or
of Terror is there?
missiles on German soil.
Roughly boiled down, the three wrongness of either side on the
The state of war that
BEIRUT
has existed in Lebanon and how to main points of the M.E.L.T. propos- issue at hand, the idea of silencing
a political movement with jingoiscompletely end it are the focus of al are:
tic slogans and symbolic issues is
1. The Soviets are BAD
the 7th round of talks between
certainly contrary to the ideals of
2. The United States is GOOD
Lebanon and Israel. Beirut opposed
a formal treaty with Israel, fearing
3. We (the good guys) bund up democracy and free speech Mr.
retaliation from her neighbors, but our armed forces to crush Them Spence claims to hold so dear.
But so his column won't be a
did discuss the removal of over (the bad guys).
60,000 Israeli, Syrian and PalestiniThere are many names other total waste of newsprint let it
an troops still in the war-tor- n
than M.E.L.T. for this proposal of serve as a reminder to all who
nation. U.S. envoy Habib is said to rearmament There are those who support nuclear disarmament but
be proposing "timetables and solu- can it "the Status Quo," "the think that action is just around the
tions" to end the talks in two present U.S. Policy," "the arms corner or that they needn't get
months.
race," "verticle nuclear prolifera- involved, that as long as there are
Spence around.
Japanese tion," or any number of other people like our Mr.
WASHINGTON
Prim Minister Nakasone, on a clever monikers. Just recently UPI we must not let up. '
Scott Piepbo
three day visit to the U.S., resisted fell into possession of a secret
U.S. demands for specific quotas on
beef and citrus products and reduce tariffs on U.S. exports. Meeting President Reagan on WednesSpecial Service Slated
riences in the Soviet Union and his
day, the Prime Minister was urged At McGaw Chapel
Impressions of church life and the
to increase defense spending in his
peace movement there.
Rigdon,
V.
Bruce
Dr.
The
Rev.
country.
A major Professor of Church History at
SAN SALVADOR
advance by tefttsh rebels in the McCormick Theological Seminary,
northeastern sector of the country Chicago, will be the guest preacher No More Pork!
brought immediate reinforcements at Westminster Presbyterian
Editor.
to the government troops as the Church at 10:30 this - Sunday in
For the third time this week.
fighting flared up again. Forces led McGaw Chapel at The College of Howard
Raber has served pork.
by U.S. trained commandos are Wooster.
roast pork, Tuesday
was
Friday
expert
an
in
the
Considered
guerrillas
attempting to drive the
spare ribs, and
was
barbecued
community
of
Protestant
American
from IS towns in the strife-tor- n
Greek and Russian Orthodox Chris- Wednesday was pork cutlet
Central American nation.
The student body of COW (Not
WASHINGTON
The cattle oyer tianity, Professor Rigdon serves as PIG),
cannot afford Dominoes any
Council
to
National
the
Consultant
a Social Security bailout program
(There's no sausage on our
longer.
with
on
the relation
between the two parties may have of Churches
Howard).
We. detest pork,
pizza,
Union
and
in
the
Soviet.
churches
A
increaspackage
of
tax
finished.
point of this
not
the
but
that's
on
the
Europe,
served
and
benefit-growtEastern
h
reductions and
es,
pork
point
is,
is served
The
letter.
peace
for
the
large cash infusions was approved planning committee
religions and more frequently than any other
panel. Both Presi- conference
by a
entree. Why has chicken been so
dent Reagan and Speaker of the the nuclear threat held in Moscow neglected
for so long? We like
his
Rigdon
received
House Tip O'Neill approved the last spring. Dr.
Chicken has less fat than
proposal as a good compromise, B.A. from the College of Wooster chicken.
or pork and is less expensive.
although criticism still exists over ('58), and the M.Div. and Ph.D. beef
We
are
what we eat and we don't
He
Divinity
has
School.
from Yale
the increased taxes.
Oink!
Utah Medi- also studied at St Vladimir's Or- want to be pork! Oink!Angela
SALT LAKE CITY
Hubler
Seminary.
Theological
thodox
reported
that
cal Center officials
Barry
Eisenberg
on
the
preaching
to
addition
In
artificial heart patient Barney
Chris Causey
Clark had a successful operation, topic, "Taming the Principalities
P.S. We respectfully request
his third, to seal again two arteries and Power." Professor Rigdon will manicotti,
chicken, lasagna with
in his left nasal passage, which had meet with interested adults at9 in
stew,
and a response to
beef
meat
353
E.
Westminster Church House.
been bleeding for 10 days.
The Sentry Ar- Pine Street to discuss recent expe this letter.
NEW YORK
mored Car Co. closed Monday, the
GUEST COMMENTARIES
Bronx District Attorney reported,
g
Members of the campus community are encouraged to contribute
after suffering the
guest commentaries to The Wooster Voice. Submissions must be
$11 million dollar robbery last Deand delivered to The Wooster Voice office
typed and double-spacecember. He also reported that
p.m.
Tuesday.
by
company
were
officials
three
The editors of this publication reserve the right to edit articles
charged with the theft of an addisubmitted for printing. Questions may be directed to the newspaper
tional 1500,000 after this sum was
at Extensions 2757 or 2759.
also discovered missing.
bi-parti- san

n, HO

Spence Ignores
Power Politics
To the Editor:
I read with dismay the recent
editorial suggestion that further
U.S. military "mobilizaton to eliminate terror" is the most effective
way to assure world peace (The
Wooster Voice, Jan. 14 1983. p.2).
Anyone familiar with studies of
complex organizations conducted
over the past several decades is
aware of the tendency for bureauc1

racies toward

Here

self-aggrandizem- ent

rather than service to the common

good, and of the natural "tunnel
vision" that blinds corporate

At
Wooster

decision-

to any alternative

-makers

oth-

er than those most conducive to the

maintenance of the status quo. The
utter naivete of assuming that the
Pentagon can be trusted, unmoni-toreto surmount these tendencies
and choose the best defense for the
country is becoming evident not
only to "church groups, senior citizen centers and university faculty
clutches," but also to corporate
executives and former government
officials, who have dealt with, or
been part of, the military bureaucracy in the past
Many of these have joined forces
in the American Commitee on
East-WeAccord to support a
bilateral nuclear weapons freeze
and better U.S. Soviet relations:
Robert Schmidt vice chairman of
Control Data Corp.; Donald Kendall, chairman of PepsiCo.. Inc.;
George Kennan, former U.S. ambassador to the Soviet Union; C.
Wiliam Verity, chairman of ARM- CO Inc., and head of President
Reagan's Task Force on Private
Sector Initiatives; Gloria Lemos,
Co.;
vice president of Coca-Col- a
retired Vice Adm. John Marshall
Lee; and retired Adm. Noel Gay--.
ler, former Commander in Chief of
the U.S. forces in the Pacific and
former National Security Agency
director. Their concerns are shared
by still others, such as retired four-star Army Lt Gen. James Gavin;
retired U.S. Marine Corps Maj.
Gen. William Fair bourn; William
Colby, former director of the Central Intelligence Ageney; Clark
Clifford, former secretary of defense; Warren Christopher, former
deputy secretary of state; and con
servative columnist James J. Kit
Patrick, all of whom realize that to
weaken our country by
"spending ourselves into insolvency" (Stanley Weiss,' President
of American Minerals, Inc. and
founder of Business Executives for
National Security) is hardly a way
to defend ourselves and the world
against Russian militarism.
I would urge Tim Spence to
develop a more sophisticated understanding of the issues on which
he writes. To blithely ignore the
reality of Pentagon power politics
(against which we were first
warned by President Eisenhower)
is to make it more likely that we
Americans, too, will be increasingly ruled by "the will of bureaucrats
and bayonets."
Patricia Wtttberg.
Sociology Department
d.

st

--

--

iu-consld-- ered

Garlick To Discuss
Richard Wagner
BY SUSAN FIGGE
Richard Wagner: a dark genius
of towering personal arrogance;
,l CtUH W IWITt Ml VWIII UltUUV
and massive, forbidding females in
Viking warrior outfits; spiritual
father to generations of Sigfrieds
whose
and Ingeborgs;
a.
music was aauiaiea ana wnose
orchestral themes were exploited
by the Nazis. More biographies
have been written about Wagner
than about anyone save possibly
Jesus Christ and Napolean Bonaparte. Is a new perspective possithe
ble? How do we
master oi uermanic myinoiogy
who has himself become a mythol
ogical figure?
At Wednesday's convocation,
Stevens Garlick, Department of
German, will discuss Wagner as
seen through the eyes of his wife.
Cosima Liszt Wagner. Cosima Wagner, daughter of a famous father
and wife to a famous husband,
emerges in her diaries as lntelll- 1 mnJl ftnn I mil ii m mIiuIuI
i 1
v
muram, .It
uu vvwgciu,
iuviii
rageous.
And her impressions of
Wagner and their life together, as
recorded in the 20v pages of her
diary, help correct some of the
negative impressions that have coalesced Into the more popular Wagner stereotypes. She reveals Wagner, for example, as witty and
whimsical, a master of the one
liner. She shows that for all of her
-and condescending
Satronising
eatment of women, he was able to
depart in his life and his work from
the German culture tradition of the
worship of the Eternal Feminine,
idealization of
the
a
women as redeemer-saviortraaiuon wnicn nas its oesi Known
exponent in Goethe, but which has
had vast negative political and
personal consequences ior women
German society well into the Twentieth Century.
Professor Garlick has chosen
three sections of the diary to discuss in detail: the years
when Coslma's first husband con
sented to a divorce and Richard
and Coslma's son was born (the '
scandalous divorce left Cosima a
persona Don grata in Munich);
of the
the 1 Iculminaton
.J
- anu1 1L.
f
uw produc
r esusiJicixiau
luca
tion of the ring cycle in its entirety
In Bayreuth, bringing royalty from
all over the world together during
the summer of 1878; and finally,
188243, the period of Wagner's
declining health and productivity
. Continued on Page 4
anti-Semit-
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1873-187-8,

NOTE: If current Pentagon bu

reaucrats are untrustworthy, are
we to assume that past officials are
any more worthy of our confidence?
The Editor
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Pace: 'Free Lunch Over'

Continued from Page 1
oology , multinational corporations,

(or MNCi) have an overriding
concern with capital. Thix concern
ends up baring a negative impact
on labor, consumers and the national economy.
According to the labor leader.
"MNCs are a new economic sovereign in world trade whose interests
are in conflict with the interests of
this country." This sovereignty is
a result of their
status. They are not liable to financial regulation under U.S. laws in
many cases, and when they are,
improprieties may not even result
in disciplinary action. Winpisinger
cited the recent case concerning
Citicorp. The Securities and Exchange Commission (the federal
agency in charge of regulating
financial transaction by firms to
guard the interest of the shareholders), decided that Citicorp had systematically and deliberately violated SEC funds transaction
regulations for seven years. However, the lack of any disciplinary
action by the SEC against Citicorp,
combined with Citicorp's own defense of their actions led Winpisinger to conclude that, in the case of
the MNC's "lying, cheating and
dishonesty ... are (just) comparative advantage(s)."
Winpisinger was particularly upset by what he perceived as a
massive disinvestment in American
technology and labor by American-base- d
corporations.
He pointed out that the net investment by American-base- d
MNC's
overseas is $180 billion.
He also disputed the MNC's
claim that the money being invested overseas is primarily in the
and Fourth-worl- d
countries
Third
and is therefore helping to greatly
reduce poverty in these countries
"super-nationa-

l"

by building up their economies. He
of the
noted that "only
one-four-th

total foreign investment (by these
corporations) Is in Third and
Fourth-worl- d
countries (and) only
of that is outside of
Bermuda."
He also blamed the MNCs for a
"technology-drain- "
which is occurring in this country. Because international corporations make extenone-four-th

sive

use

of

co-product-

ion

multi-nation-

Winpisinger noted that the "unit- labor cost in the U.S. fen 29 from
1970 to 1981 relative to that of omi
competitors." He also refused tol
accept that the welfare-stat- e
status;
its
of this country has
economic position that the U.S.
could no longer compete on the
world market He cited several
countries which have greater social
welfare programs than the U.S.
and asserted that their world-trad- e
positions were not suffering to the
extend that America's is.
In conclusion, he suggested three
general policies which he believes
the government must follow to reestablish our strength in world
trade. They were: strengthen the
industrial base, rather than accept
a transition to a primarily service-oriente- d
so-weake- ned

ad

it H: on

free-mark- et

free-trad-

multi-nationa- ls

--

Liberty
Studios
All major brands of photographic equipment
like our prices!"
264 -4399

the

prosperity.

nation's

However, he pointed out

that in
the eighties the problem is more
apparent Said Pace. "The free
lunch is over. We are in a
competition. We must compete. The excesses must stop."
In his opinion protectionist trade
policies will not work. Pace made
head-to-he-

ad

THS

located on rout 3

Pont ax. Canon, Kodak,
Nikon, Mamiya

OHOP
In The College Hills Shopping Centcij

Pace recognized that this strategy will mean even greater unemployment than that which currently
exists. To combat this problem he
suggested that the U.S. needs to
"develop a realistic 'safety net"
While agreeing in principle with the
current Administration's "safety
net" concept be believes that it is
not nearly effective enough. Three
of the specific aspects of Pace's
safety net proposal were that it
should pay recipients the equivalent of minimum wage; that it
"must be adequate but not too
comfortable" and that it should not
procontain any "make-work- "
grams like the recently dissovled
CETA program.
His presentation was followed by
r.
sesa lengthy
sion between the two speakers and
the audience. The question ranged
in nature from clarifications of
points made by the speakers to
whether or not Winpisinger was
going to form a third party for the
1984 presidential election.
question-and-answe-

262-88-

46

coming up for which SAB is now
taking sign-up- s.
All those who are
Interested in the ski trip to Wing
Hollow scheduled for the weekend
of Feb. 2547 should sign up in the
SAB office. Sign-up- s
also begin this

co-e-d
week for. those
teams Interested In participating la
the Winter Carnival. This three day
event which no one should miss,
win begin on Thursday, Feb. 3,
with such events as team body
sewing, swimming relays, a human
dog sled race, a beer hunt, and
broom hockey. Application forms
for entering a team in the carnival
may be found at Lowry front desk;
the deadline for registering is Jan.
ten-pers-on

31.

wfll also be
sold this week in Lowry lobby for
Long-sleev-

ed

T-shi-

rts

88.

S.G.A. Briefs
Several events of interest are
coming up soon at SGA. First is the
Pit Stop, sponsored by SGA. Monday night Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. in
Lowry Center Pit Dr. Harward,
Vice President for Academic Affairs, will be speaking on the subject of the new computer system
Wooster is
this month.
SGA encourages everyone to
and find out how the new
system can help with things like IS.
and the problem of not having
enough time, in the Computer Center in the library.
Elections are coming up this
quarter for SGA Cabinet positions
and Campus Council positions. Petitions wffl be available Monday,
Jan. 24. and are due back on Feb.
8; pick them up at the front desk.
Campus Council wfll be meeting
this quarter at 4 p.m. on Thursdays
at a location yet unspecified. These
meetings are open to anyone interested.
The Organization booklet listing
every group and organization on
campus, is complete; anyone wishing a copy can get one at the front
desk. SGA would encourage, newer'
students to the college to be sure to
pick one up. it can answer a lot of
your questions.

nfing

A COMPUTER FAIR
The Wayne County Office of Education invites you to a Computer
Fair highlighting the educational
usage of microcomputers in
schools. A variety of computer
equipment and software will be on
display and a demonstration lab
will provide hands-o- n
experience
with computers.
In addition, outstanding speakers
win address four major topics related to computers in schools.
The Computer Fair will be open
on Saturday. Feb. 5, 1983 from
0
p.m. at the Wayne County
Office of Education. 2534 Burbank
Road. Wooster.
For more information and a
form call the Wayne
County Office of Education (218)

-

9:30-3:3-

Pre-registratl-

345-677-

Phone

This weekend proves to be a
particularly busy one on the activities scene, especially in the area of
travel. The big trip planned for
Washington. D.C.. which includes
two nights lodging in a hotel and
transportation for $50 is taking off
today at 12:30 p.m. There was a
good response to the trip so all
indicates that it win be a successful
and enjoyable trip for those going.
The Special Events and Interests
Committee of the Student Activities
Board has also planned a trip for
this weekend for all those not going
on the D.C venture. Transportation
will be provided to the Cleveland
Public Han on Sunday. Jan. 23. 1983
for all those interested in seeing the
play, "Their Arms Are Too Short
For God."
Also, this weekend, the Films
Committee is featuring "Lost Hori
zon" (Friday at 7 and Saturday at
9:30 at Mateer) and "Caddyshack"
(Friday at 9:30 and Saturday at 7).
Ichabod's will open at 4 for a
special Happy Hour on Friday
when Valerie DePriest guitarist
and vocalist, performs live on
stage. (50 cover charge). Friday
night at Ichabod's will also feature
live entertainment by the "Sensa
tional Dreams" band for a $1 cover
charge.

Other recreational events are

.

Here At Wooster

ii You'll

head-to-he-

or

al

Activities
Accent

m

agreements (especially the Americans with Japan), the transfer of
high technology from this country
to others is rapid. Winpisinger
pointed out that between 1978 and
1980 there were 107 military
agreements signed between U.S. corporations and the
Japanese. As a result, not only do
economy. Second, he bethe Japanese gain in military technological knowledge, but this lieves that the government must
e
knowledge is then taken and ap- "get off its
and
goods, thereplied to private-sectkick in order to give U.S.
by enhancing their technology in industries a chance to compete
two ways.
with their Japanese and European
Winpisinger implied that the in- rivals. Finally, he believes that
stitutional structure of MNCs is "our governmental trade appar-tus,-"
one of the root causes of the
should be reorganized "under
problems which are currently being one roof" in order to provide maxiexperienced in world trade and mum efficiency.
unemployment. According to WinWinpisinger's statement was folpisinger, the MNCs are concerned lowed by the remarks of Stanley
with market share which in turn Pace, the CEO of TRW. He releads to increasing market penetra- ferred to the current world trade
tion and the final goal of the and unemployment situation as a
MNCs, which is market domina- "Crossroads for the U.S., the industion.
trialized free world and the developing free world." Pace's stateThe ability of these
to maximize their profits in ment differed substantially from
Western Europe and Japan has led Winpisinger's. Pace attempted to
to a situation where the capital and usesB the current trade situation
technology in this country are lay- in light of the past forty years of
ing idle instead of being used in a international trade.
productive capacity. He also proAfter World War n. he noted, the
tested the claim of those who say U.S. manufacturing industries were
that U.S. labor has priced itself out much stronger than those in both
of the competitive market
Japan and Europe and, as a result
grew at an abnormally great rate.
This fact he believes, had four
significant consequences. It led the
government to believe that it could
lay any number of rules and reguon American industries
lations
Continued from Page S
without hurting them. Second, lathought that they could obtain
Professor Garlick played an ac- bor
and of the production of his last
any wages they wanted without a
work, ParcifaL, in August before his tive role in the musical life of the negative impact on the industries.
College, singing the bass solo in Third, consumers began to expect
death.
The talk, illustrated with slides, Bach's St Matthew Passion, per- that things would continue as they
will also touch on Cosima's impres- forming the Eichendorff Schumann were. Finally, the industry mansions of the major political events song cycle as part of a Freshmen agement's expectations began to
of the day and their impact on the Scholar project starring as the exceed what was realistic.
count in the Marriage of Figaro,
arts.
According to Pace the problem
Stevens Garlick received his BA and singing the bass solo in The was that (in part due to a very
in German from Harvard Universi- Four Seasons. In 1978 he participt-e- d generous rebuilding policy and
ty and his MA in German from
in an NEH Summer Seminar, trade agreement) Japan and EuStanford University. He has taught
rope caught up to the U.S. by the
at Stanford, Pomona College, and completing significant research on 1970's.
Middlebury College and has been a Wagner. Professor Garlick's spe"The 1970's was a surfacing of
member of the German Depart- cial interests include 18th Century the problem. They were beating us
ment at Wooster since 1977. He has autobiography and prose and the in the foreign markets and at
lived in Germany for five years, as German society well into the Twen-te- r home," Pace said. The problem did
a student of music and of German
he is teaching an interdisciplinot become readily apparent durliterature, and as Director of the nary course in Musical Forms in ing the seventies because a high
Middlebury Program at Mainz.
German Romanticism.
inflation rate tended to overstate
co-product- ion

reference to the "route of the short-tercharade of a protectionist
band-aid- ."
and indicated that the
answer is found, rather. In eliminating the unfair trade advantage
granted to the Japanese and Europeans at the Bretton Woods conference .in 1947. A more equitable
system which will allow the American laborers to compete
with their competitors Is
needed because such a situation
does not exist today. Pace said.
The country is also faced with a
situation where the wages in many
U.S. Industries are too high to
counteract this situation. Industries
must be allowed to shrink to a size
where they are once again competitive in the world market the TRW
official said.

1.
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Crisp Supports P arty
ie advances in the House and

By IflXE VELOFF
Mary Crisp, former
Co-Chairm-

Sen-

ate were doe. partly, to the gender

an

the Republican National Com
mittee, spoke at a January 18 Pit
top in Lowry Center.
Crisp opened by discussing the
!M0 Republican National Conven-lo- n
in Detroit The Platform's
leversal of a "40 year commitment
ERA" and support of a consuta- lonal amendment to ban abortion
ras her reason for resigning as
:

Co-chairm-

an.

She broke with the Republican
arty to join the 1880 Anderson
residential campaign. Crisp stated
hat her support of Anderson was a
natter of supporting a candidate
hat she believed in. She attributed
he difficulties in the Anderson
ampaign to financial difficulties
nd organized support for a third
arty candidate.
The 1980 election revealed to her
he resiliency of the two party
y stem. When asked if she would
rorx. tor a possuue
Anderson
ampaign, she said that she would
refer to work within the bipartisan
ystem in the future. .
Crisp then discussea tne eneci oi
'gender gap" in the 1982 congres-ionand gubernatorial elections.
She felt that women crossed over
tr voted for candidates in which
Ihey believed, rather than voting
With their party affiliations.
to Crisp, women "weren't
kist electin or looking at women
andidates." ratner tne person wno
test represented their interests.
he emphasized that the Democrat- -

it

al

Ac-lordi- ng

gap.
Crisp went on to criticize the
Reagan administration and the
New Right for alleged reversal in
the progress of Civil and Women's
Rights. She cited lack of enforcement of civil rights by the Justice
Department and the delay in renewal of the Voting Rights Act as
malar causes for this retrogression.
She also singled out the New Right
for criticism, claiming that they do
not represent the mainstream of
the Republican Party. Crisp called
coalition of the
the New Right
"electronic evangelicals; and the
's
groups" naming the
and PhylReverend
lis Schlafly specifically. '
"anti-women-

Jerry-Falwe-

U

Women's Week Wrap-U- p
This afternoon at Ichabod's. feminist folk singer Valerie Depriest
will be playing and singing. Her
response to the theme of Women's
Week this year is that "political art
allows us to experience the real
purposes of our movement on an

emotional level ..."
Come hear her interpretation of
the polities of being a woman.
There will be a 50 cover charge.
Later in the evening. Zeitgeist
will celebrate women's week with
women performing works by. wom
en. Come share your talents.

-

Business Scliool Profs V
Are In Short Supply

The business school teacher shortage is
ST. LOUIS, If O (CPS)
not getting any better, a new report says.
"
teaching positions
Nearly one out of every five
school year, an American
remained vacant during the 1981-8- 2
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) task force
"Ph.D.-qualified-

reports.

The reason is that bachelors and masters in business administration (MBSs) are forsaking going on for their doctorates and teaching
jobs in private business, the report
careers in favor of higher-payin- g
says.
The AACSB, which accredits some 600 business school Courses
around the country, reported last May that the number of business
faculty vacancies has been increasing since 1975. In January. College
Press Service reported a significant number of business schools were
severely limiting enrollment until they could find more professors to

teach.

"It's difficult to hire Ph-D-. graduates," mourns Dr. Charles
Broome, associate dean of business at East Carolina University. As a
result, "you hire people with lesser qualifications, without Ph.D.
qualifications."
. ,
d
University of Chicago business school.
At the
Dean Richard Roseft notes "a bit of a lag" between the demand for
business courses and the number of professors to teach them.
Rosett blames the "lag on the 10 percent increase in the
number of business schools since World War n. East Carolina's
Broome attributes the shortage to "the early seventies, when schools
highly-regarde-

can
cut back on business programs," and the higher salaries MBAs
get by taking private sector jobs instead of teaching jobs.
Last year, new assistant business profs averaged 822,800 a year,
profs got $24,300, and new accounting profs got
while
$25400, the AACSB reported last January.
By contrast, accounting bachelors started at $18,444 last year,
Place Council
at $21,300, the College
while the averge MBA started
'
new-financ-

found.

e

"

-

"

In part because it is getting so hard to recruit business school
professors, the AACSB found itself considering withdrawing accredischools. But in May the
tation from a number of very highly-ranke-d
group overhauled its accreditation standards, making the teacher'
student ratio a less important yardstick. Engineering and computer science schools are having similar
problems competing with businesses for professors. The schools have
organized ambitious campaigns to get students to go on for their
doctorates and help the schools pay higher salaries to professors.
But business schools' problem, Rosett asserts, is really a
"marketing problem. I think we need to make the case well known
among those who do career advising" that there are good business
school teaching jobs available. , . . , ,.

'
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Crisp Inspires
Women Voters
:

Continued from Page 1

calls it, or effectiveness of the little
people, as it might be called. She
s.
says that "(Americans) are
We want our problems
solved." The remedy she suggests
is involvement. "The greatest
threat to this country is when
individual citizens choose not to get
4
involved" she says; "Collectively
we have enormous power."
Tuesday night's lecture by Crisp
entitled "Moral Imperialism and
the New Right," was a disappointment to some who had expected
her to say more. Nevertheless, she
made her point clear.
of the RepubliAs
can National Committee she saw
the inner workings of the party s it
has come to be known. She abhors
what she saw, and wants others to
understand the scope of and the
implications of the actions of the
"New Right," and simultaneously
suggests means to counteract the
current trend.
Barbara Helm an spoke at convocation this Wednesday on,
She objects particulary to the
"liathophobia: Facts, Fictions and Remedies." Photo-stance which the "New Right;'
,
represented by the Reagan admingraph by Michael Veloff.
as
on
issues
such
istration, takes
abortion, school prayer, busing and
equal rights for women. Her particular interests lie in the first and the
last of these.
She makes the crucial point thatl
the initial trend within the adminis- JL
tration was severely altered by the
the importance of math is increasBY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
1982 elections, "but there is still a
"Life in modern times Is more
lot to be feared." In the 1882 There's an old saying that you ing.
quantitative
than it once was. You
rethough
sawmath
country
math,
even
ean
the
like
elections the
escape
math today."
cannot
groups
you.
like
may not
sults of the action taken by
Addressing students, many of
But Barbara Helm an of the Dewho were jolted into political activwhom wuT be seeking Jobs In the
ism by the New Right "Organiza partment of Mathematics at Woos- - near
future. Heiman said:. "EmbeUnited
States
politicized
the
before
ter believes that
tions never
came politicized in the '82 election faces a critical shortage in the ployers are demanding more math
... There are more women organ- scientific and technological field," than they once did."
Citing studies recently conducted
ized and politicized than ever be- a problem not to be amended until
- analyst
Lucy Sells.. Heiman
fore, but the battle for choice is far "we facilitate the beginnings of a by
change toward more math in our reported that the high school gradfrom over."
uate seeking either employment or
She criticizes her party for not schools."
"faces real difficulties"
education
"Mathophob-ia:
discussing
suDDorting its words with actions.
Heiman,
She savs "you can't say you're for
Facts. Fictions and Remedies." wttnout some Dacxgrouna m alge'
equal rights and then say you're spoke at Wednesday's Women's bra.
Indeed. Sells' studies indicate that
against ERA, against the woman's Week convocation, held in Mateer
students with a solid high school
right to choose." She chastizes the Hall.
alffehra curriculum will do better
In her address, Heiman noted on
new right for "legislating their
civil service examinations than
traditionally
been
women
have
that
(Americans)."
on
She
moralilty
accuses the New Right of trying to dissuaded from pursuing studies in' those with weak backgrounds. Heir
said.
mathematics and sciences. "Wom- man
"denigrate and subjugate
rtanvln that math wmrim M
'
are
math
men
'
en
more
than
can women."
said to
Heiman attributes this to special talent," Heiman
She equates the New Right with
who
or
"mathnnhnhlra."
thai
the Reagan administration by vir- the fact that in high schools "girls
that "math is a
tue of the fact that, "the social do not always get the encourage avoid mathematics,
science, but that is no
agenda of the new administration ment they need; boys are often cumulative
reason why you can't go back and
.
and the New Right are always the given more attention in class."
it." same." She .blames' the Reagan Moreover, guidance counselors learn
to the older, folks. Heiman
And
women
education
in
usually
direct
administration for "a pernicious
"It is never too late to learn
erosion of enforcement of civil al and career fields which do not said:
mathematie, especially
rights laws and a strong opposition involve the mathematical sciences. something
you
are
when
older and have more
general
of
discussion
In a more
to affirmative
action."
And v yet she has not left her mathematics, Heiman warned that experience." ,
party. She feels strongly that the
only route to a good system is a bipartisan system.
Her emphasis lies in the fact that
3.
"in this system of government . it
is cop out to say that what we
want is not happening when ou
CC27LETZ CAKCnST.
dont exercise your self determinaACUTC3(9T0 t4rCC7LB '
tion and go out to the polls and
UP T0 123 tpSTUS
vote."
prag-matist-

-

Co-Chairm-

an
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Ohio Senator
COLUMBUS
John Glenn was the fifth democrat
to register a 1884 Democratic presidential campaign committee and is
reportedly soon to qualify for
matching federal funds.
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Arts and Culture

Harold Debut
Well Received

The Distance Outdoes

Rock 'n' Roll
Bj BARRY S. EESENBERG

In this country's popular music
scene Bob Seger is winning, it's
true, but what does that mean
when the field offers a multitude of
weak contenders? American rock
'n' roll today has but a fistful of
sincere champions; therefore if an
artist with more than a guitar iick
of talent pursues the right avenues
he's bound to win. With their new
album The Distance. Bob Seger
and the Silver Bullet Band rock

--

Almost

The music is simple, repetitive,
and heard before. "Shame On The.
Moon" is the only tune on the
album not written by Bob Seger so,
in a sense, he's off the hook. But
why was it chosen as the single?

with sincerity and nonchalantly
"succeed." Yet they break, no new
ground for themselves and takes no
strides forward.

BY EDITH McGANDY '
Tho nArnnd iasue of The Harold.

an alternative campus publication,
is due to appear next week at the
front desk for a small fee.
The Harold made its debut last
quarter as a humor magazine. Sen
ior Margaret Poethig, organizer oi
the publication, initiated the publication as an alternative to the
others on campus feeling that she
"didn't want to be a part ox we
p Anting institutions." She wanted a
mavazin whose format would be
free for some type of creative
journalism, not necessarily serious: "a place to do the kind of
writing we wanted to do."
As the staff developed, so did the
tone of The Harold. Poethig did not
have any predetermined ideas for
the theme of her magazine. "The
group developed the publication

itself," through, discussion ana

"brainstorming," which was her
original intention.
Humor, as defined by The Har- -'
"Roll Me Away" is a gem comold,
is not merely something to
position which with "MakJn' Thunlaugh at Poethig defends the "seri-oderbirds" is an album booster.
message" of the humor they
Although The Distance as a whole present The staff "attempted to
struggles to raise an eyebrow, this poke fun at all aspects oi me
song raises a fist. It is an anthem-worth- y College "Excluding no one, tasteof being held up to others in fully, without being scathing.
rock. Roy Bittan's (guest appearThe response to the first issue
ing from Springsteen's E Street was eenerallv noiitive. Poethiff
soothing' piano caresses
hopes that students appreciate the
"Matin Thunderbirds" is a row- Band)soft
vocals briefly at the start rhanre to lanffh at themselves and
dy party rocker that reminisces the
the percussion quickens and others in everyday situations. Fac
time when the auto industry was until
and builds, ulty too responded positively to
strong, proud, and secure of Japa- the song explodes
mesa
to
muscular
builds,
builds
Motor
of
somewhat frank hints at their var
A
native
nese import
sage
place.
to
a
escaping
of
better
ious personality quirks.
City, Segar really wails on this one,
won't you roll
Roll roll me away
. Funding for the first issue came
Now the big line moves but
away
tonight
me
partially
from SGA. but primarily
you're tacky if you work
crossed from the .staff members them- I too am lost I feel double
Back in '55
and I'm sick of what's wrong and wlm Aa a survival measure for
We were matin' thunderbirds
what's right
the publication, there will be a
They were long and sleek
We never even said a word we
minimal charge ior tne puoucaoon.
and fast
Just walked out
They were classic in a word .
available next week at Lowry front
and got on that bike
desk, which students are encourAnd we rolled
aged to pay.
The funnest track on the album,
And we rolled clean out of sight
this tune has fine background vocals by Bonnie Raitt, a soulful
Springsteen's "Born To Run"
saxophone break, and some tickled comes to mind, yes indeed.
piano that is exceptional. "M&xin'
If you are a Bob Seger devotee
Thundrbirds" succeeds by deliver- you will find great satisfaction in
Ski Areas
ing that excited concert sound, The Distance and win play it until
although studio produced.
If you are
the vinyl is
Atwood Lake Lodge Resort. DeU- "Shame On The Moon" is the indifferent to him but are able to roy,
800- rental and instr. Toll-fre-e
album's single receiving considera- discern rubbish from quality,
the
2406.
ble airplay, which is incredible album will get your feet tapping if
Boston Mills Ski Resort. Peninsuwhen the two other cuts mentioned not stomping. The album offers
3
Rental 8c instr.
Ohio
la.
worthy.
Seger plays what is expected of Seger but little
here are more
Akron
Call
Good
Facilities.
the campfire balladeer role on this else; it's fine but rarely a splash in
or Cleve.
tune. The song approaches intros- the face. The Distance does enough
Rentals
Snow Trails Ski Area
pection, attempts philosophical pro- to get by (and build a profitable
Instr,
It
foundness, but comes up short.
concert tour around).
When nothin' comes easy
This album is available at Round
Old nightmares are real
Records
Tieketron. 213 S. Market
Until you've been beside a man
St, Wooster, Ohio 44891 2844114.
You don't know bow he feels

Between
The
Grooves

m

Se-ge- r's

J

Art profs Walter Zurko and Arnold Lewis critically
examine the art work currently hanging in the Mackenzie
Gallery in the Severance Art Building. Photograph by
Frans Jantxen.

Wilson Named To OLOC
and famed opera
Peter Wilson, assistant conductor
of the Canton Symphony Orchestra,
has been named Music Director
and principal conductor for the
Ohio Light Opera at The College of
Wooster.
He succeeds William Conable
who was unable to continue with

Symphony,
ductor Boris Goldovsky.
Wilson was a finalist in the
--

.

--

m

.r-

see-throug- h.

-

$10-81-

218-657-23-

34.

42

419-522-73-

110.75-815.7- 5.

93

Cross Country
Akron. Vallev View Golf and Ski
Club. Instr. Clubhouse.
218-828-90-

34

Golf

Cleveland-Rriarwoo- d

Course, Broadview Heights,

The
Weekender
Your monthly guide to arts, theatre,
sports, film and entertainment in and
around Wooster
Monthly only in
The Wooster Voice.

216-237-52-

71

Highland Park Golf course and
Ski Center,
Hidden Hollow
Mansfield area
Rossignol
Center. Lexington Ave.
216-751-46-

the college magazine
of literature and
tne arts

31

Ski-Touri- ng
419-75646-

419-892-27-

SUBMIT

99

Malabar Farm State Park.
cas.
Pleasant Hill Golf Course.

Lu-

your, short stories,

84

419-83S-53-

Medina
Ski Center.
Ridge-To- p

Per-rysvil-

le.

11

Bunker HOI Golf and

Peart Road..

Tower Road,

Cross-Count216-725-55-

00

ry

216-722-41-

1980-8- 1

ExxonNational Endowment for
the Arts Conductor -- Program. He
also was invited to participate in
conducting competitions with the
symphonies in St Louis. Atlanta.
the company because of scheduling Denver, Cincinnati and Baltimore
conflicts with his duties as profes- as well as in international competisor of music at Ohio State Universi- tions on Tokyo, Paris. Rio de Janeity. Conable had been the compa ro, Rome and Berlin.
He assisted conductor Claudio
ny's Music Director for two years.
A native of Greensboro, N.C.. Abbado at the 1977 Edinburgh FesWilson is a graduate of the Con- tival, at Teatro alia Scala, Milan,
servatory of Music at the Universi- and m performances with the Lonty of Cincinnati. He Also lias done don Symphony,
Philharandyienna
;
"
"
graduate work in orchestral con- monic.
Wilson has performed on the oboe
ducting there and studied; with the
late Thomas Schippers of the Cin- and English horn with the Greens(N.C.)
cinnati Symphony. Louis Lane, mo-si- e boro and Winston-Saledirector emeritus of the Akron symphonies,

.

216-467-22-

con-

74

Ski.

poems . essays, songs t photographs , artworkand ideas
V';; yV;
" to
.
.
Box 2 2 38
David Means :
'

-
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Gringos': Satisfaction

At Buen Prices
THS TERSE GRINGOS
Canton, Ohio '
'

484-11- 87

11

h:

Frl.

&

a.m.-10:3-

p.m. '

0

Sat.:

11

"

'

By ANGELA A. ADAlfS

M-T-

in pitchers for an amazing $5.90
they are
and frozen upon request
"stiff competition for the respectable
and reasonably priced Mexican
beer selection. Domestic brands,
both draft and bottled, as well as
sangria are also available..
In order to take full advantage of
the chips, as well as enhance one's
chosen libation. Gringos', guaca-mo- le
and chile con queso are highly
recommended. Due to their recent
and widespread popularity, an order of nachos may sound tempting,
but be forewarned: Gringos' recipe, though good, is not of the
variety.
typically
The two soups, albondiga and
black bean, are excellent. Albondi-ga-is
a flavorful mixture of broth,
coarsely-cu- t
vegetables and soft,
beefy meatballs.- - The black bean, a
thinner though especially piquant
version of the. traditional recipe,
can be made even better with the
optional dollop of sour cream. Soup
lovers take note I
To insure a continued succession
of one taste sensation followed by
another, one . must take, special
caution when deciding upon an
entree. A la carte items (enchiladas, burritos, tacos, tostadas, and
""

a.m.-Uidnlc- ht

(Kitchen 11:30 p.m.)
Closed Sunday
If aster Card. Visa and personal
cheeks (with ID)
Foil Bar
Casual dress and atmosphere
Dinner for two (appetiser, entree
IncL tax, tip).:
and drinks
1

cheese-abunda-

Despite the invasion of yet anoth-

er Chi Chi'ii Canton's Three Gringos restauiknt remains popular

among thoseVv search of truly good
and inexpensive Mexican-America-n
food in thisYarea. Providing an
atmosphere caVlucive to both couples, and groups, families and
Gringo's food is similarly
varied and universal in appeal.
Following an introduction to the
unlimited and complimentary supply of tortilla chips, accompanied
by both a hot and mild salsa,
attention should be steered toward
Gringos' "honest" margarita. Sold
ca-rouse-

rs,

nt

--

"""" IP O O O O O Oft
o
o ((Campus
cc!x Bestsellers o
o
o
o
1. The Restaurant at the End ot the Universe, by Douglas
Adams. (Pocket.$2.95.)Successorto"HitchhikersGutde."
o
2. Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas Adam3.
o
o (Pocket. $2 95.) Companion to the PBS TV serieso
o 3. The Fate of the Earth, by Jonathan
o Description of a major nuclear war.Schell. (Avon. $2.50 oo
o 4. GarfieM Takes The Fifth
Cake, by Jim Davis.
o (Ballantine. $4.95.) book on the famous cartoon cat. o
o.
Men Don't Eat Quiche, by Bruce Feirstein.
o 5. Real
(Pocket. $3.95.) A hilarious guide to masculinity.
o.
o 6. The
Hotel New Hampshire, by John Irving.
o
o (Pocket.
Latest novel by the author of "Garp."
o
o 7. Enchanted$3.95.)
Broccoli Forest, by Mollie'KaUen.
o
O
(Ten Speed Press. $11.95.) Vegetarian recipies.
o
o 8. An Indecent Obsession, by Colleen McCullough.
o
o (Avon. $3.95.) Ms. McCullough's latest work of fiction.
o
o, 9. A(Warner.
Few Minutes With Andy Rooney, by Andy Rooney.
TV
personality."
essays
by
$3.95)
Humorous
the
o
o
rtich,
$3.95.)
(Fawcett.
Is
Updike.
o
by
10.
Rabbit
o The saga of Harry John
Angstrom continues.
o
o
ooooooooooooooooooooo o
o ob o o o o oooo
ooooooooo.O
'
O OOOOO Of
O OgagBiSEfaVNBBnBn
w

-

)

-- ."-

:

-

--

(

'

;

5o

New & Recommended
O

o

A Flag for Sunrise, by Robert Stone. (Ballantine. $3.95.)
A quickly paced political novel set in Latin America.

.

o GANDHI:
Shirer
Memoir, by William
(Washington Square Press. $3.95.) vivid portrait of the
o extraordinary
'teader.
o Happy to be Here,
by Garrison Keillor. (Penguin. $4.95.)
o Stories and comic pieces by one
most
o popular authors.
o
oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
A

chiles rellenos) range from
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Winter Carnival
Sla ted To Begin Soon

each, tend to be scantly
portioned, and are costly to build a
meal out of. Better choices are the
nightly specials, or combination
dinners. The latter include a choice
either soup is
of soup or salad
good,-- but guacamole is by far the
BY CHERYL M. LOWER
as well as
better salad choice
The 1883 Winter Carnival will be
refried leans topped with melted
cheese and a savory serving of held Feb. 3. 4 and JL Teams will
Spanish rice, both of which are compete in many events for the
first prize: A private party for 50
delicious.
v
Special consideration, though, people at Ichabod's.
members
Teams must have-te- n
ought to 1e given to what constitute
the Three Gringos' biggest and best and be coed. Team applications are
bargains: the Burro Grande and available at Lowry Center front
submitthe Garnacha. At $3.20, the Burro desk. Applications must beMonday,
Grande is' a huge flour tortilla ted to the SAB Office by
stuffed with spiced ' beef, beans, Jan. 31. A list of all team members
onions' and cheese, topped- with and their box numbers will be
lettuce, tomato, more cheese and required. Individuals without teams
either a hot or mild chile sauce. should sign- up in the SAB Office
Sour cream for an additional 15 and teams of these Individuals will
cents is well worth it. The Garna- be formed later.
Friday night of the Winter Carniflour
cha consists of a deep-frie- d
tortilla, served flat, and laden with val promise to be exciting as D.J.
beef, onions, peppers, sliced' black Kevin Nahigian, who sold out Ichaolives, tomatoes and cheese. This is bod's last year, returns and hosts a
designed for
merely the foundation; a hefty Beach Party.
portion of gaucamole and shredded the Winter Carnival will be sold at
lettuce is available for an extra 75 lunch in the Lowry Center Lobby
cents and, again, sour ceam can't and in the SAB Office. Team memhurt. Go for it For a grand total of bers purchasing the Winter Carniwill earn bonus points
val
$3.85, it's still a bargain.
team
if worn during the
their
for
A final word on the other entree
items: Gringos- seems to do the Carnival.
The Winter Carnival events are
best job with burritos and chiles
rellenos. The chicken filling is deli- as follows:
THE HUMAN DOG SLED: your
cately seasoned and tends to be
by the many . other team will construct a sled using no
flavors surrounding the meal Their wood, no metal, and race on a
Huevos Rancheros are tasty but predetermined course.
JELLO SNARFING: the aulver-in- g
plain; be sure to specify style of
cups of jello, supported on the
prove
egg desired, as they may
undercooked to some tastes. The shoulder of one is inhaled by the
Beechito. a periodic special best
described as a shredded beef burri-t-o
with : gravy instead of chile
sauce, is recommended. Note the
choice of chile sauce available with
certain dishes: the mild is the
same as the' mild salsa served with
the tortilla chips. The hot. however,
The world's most popular light
a opera and two other highly esis warm, thick and picante
chile sauce sure to impress the teemed works are being, added to
genuine '
four Gilbert and Sullivan favorites
If a visit to the Three Gringos for the 1883 festival season of the
sounds appetizing, be prepared for Ohio Light Opera (OLO) at The
an evening of food and drink satis College of Wooster. fying to both the stomach and the
Two of the GAS "big three,"
wallet' (Few will venture the possi- "HJI.S. Pinafore" and "The Pibility of dessert) Reservations are rates of Penzance," are scheduled
a good idea for big groups on the in addition to "Utopia, Limited"
weekends. Additional directions and "Patience." The latter two are
may be obtained by contacting the being presented by the OLO for the
Voice office. Buen Aprovecno.
first time with full orchestra.
Among the new offerings is "The
BIOLOGY SEMINARS Brigands" by Jacques Offenbach.
But artistic director James Stuart
The following seminars have notes
that the English translation
p.m.
Frion
1
for
been scheduled
of
the
French libretto was done by
days in Mateer GOl for the Winter; W.S. Gilbert.
Quarter:.
Last year the Ohio Light Opera'
January 28, IMMUNOBIOLOGT attracted
more than 22,000 'people
OF MAMMARY DEVELOPMENT
an
of nearly 300 percent
increase
by Dr. Floyd Schanbacher, Dept of over its first season
four years ago
Dairy Science. OARDC.
February 4, THE ROLE OF
cents-82.1- 5

other. Judged on creativity, acoustics, and form.
ULTIMATE FRISBEE: outdoor
ultimate frisbee.
ICE CREAM EATING: The object is to consume an official portion of ice cream in the least
amount of time. Use of hands is
.

--

--

prohibited; neatness is recom'
mended. '
TEAM BODY SEWING: this
a

-

event really 'brings your r team
-

iAafAlKA

-

t-sh-irts

:

-

fire-mout-

"-

-

BROOM HOCKEY: broom hockey on ice.
SWIMMING RELAY: A medley
relay of various swim strokes in
various swimming attire, r
THE. PYRAMID: team members
build a pyramid; first team to
finish wins.
DECATHALON: consists of ten
events involving physical; agility,
humental tenacity and
man prowess.
SNOW SCULPTURING i spend
the afternoon with your teammates
building creations in snow to a
designated theme.
.Get rid of the winter blues and
: - :
organise a team now.
all-arou- nd

--

--

h."

and played to 81 percent ear aci-t-y
with 4$ performances "Cold

Out"

"The company is owned and operated by The College of Wooster
and provides professional performance opportunities for aspiring
young musicians." says OLO pro-- .
dueer Frank Knorr. "And we tstl
that this exuberance and freshness
are significant reasons for the regional and national acclaim we
have received."
Vocal auditions for the 30 cast
positions will be held Feb. 25 (Friday). Feb. 28 and Feb. 27. Auditions for the
orchestra
are scheduled March 4 (Friday)
and March 5. .
Auditions are by appointment
only. Interested parties should
write to: The Ohio Iiht Opera.
The College of Wooster. Wooster.
3.
OH 44681. or call: (218)
,

25-pers-

on

2S3-2Z-

COMPOST IN THE SUPPRESSION

OF

SOIL-BORN-

PLANT DIS

E

Harry Hoitink, Dept of

Plant Pathology, oardc- -

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL

rOtTfff

PftCSS

La

Nourriture:
Wooster's
Good Food

The closing date tor the submission of manuscripts by CoWsgs Students

February 15th

attending efther Km tor or senior college Is a"g)ls to submit
Ms erse..There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter woffcs ere
i
because of space limitations.
f
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
,
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE Of1 THE PRESS.- - '
AMY STUDENT

pre--ferr- ed

.

.

The
Wooster
Voice

f

-

.

In

.ra

Fpir Light Opera poiripan

-

EASES by

awi

BEER HUNTER (scavenger
hunt): Get rid of the blues by
.following the dues, s

over-power- ed

.

V.

pre-deslgnat- ed

--

T-shi- rts

ffutMi a 44

string must be strung through each
player's clothing. CROSSCOUNTRY SXI RAC3:
skiing over a

-

--

A
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on MS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Ca-tlt-
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Speech Dept. Forced
To Gut

Debate Program

Continued from Page 1
tuition." She also mentioned

tion in athletics.
1 think it is neat that a little
school like Wooster can beat
schools like Dartmouth and Harvard," says Hershman.
Debate is the oldest activity at
Wooster. In 1970 the team won the
National Debate Tournament "I
have every reason to believe we
will qualify for the National Debate
Tournament this year. We have an
excellent team," says Hershman.
During the Christmas break they
participted in the Florida Swing
Debate Tournament held by the
University of Vermont and Valencia College. Mark Belasic took

that

the students she brings in have
exceptionally high SAT's and en
hance wooster's credibility.
"Essentially debate will be dead
next year. The Dean of Admissions
is telling prospectivesthat there will
be debate next year, it certainly
wont be of national or regional
respect or involve travel." Hersh- --

mansaid.

1

KsJa Phyllis (r) and Connie Holt (1) volunteer their time to work at the Helaine Victoria
Press table that was in Lowry Center this week. Photograph by Fran Jantxen.

THE INTERNATIONALIST

There has been discussion of
luring someone part-tim- e
to coach
ue aeoate team. The college is
"exploring a different kind of de
bate program," perhaps a conference with Eastern schools or the
Oxbridge debate program, which
"wouldn't be tied as it is now to a
national debte program, which can
be inflexible." said Dean Holiday.
A coach might come from a staff
member on campus in another
department such as political sci
ence or history. Dean Holiday has
been informed that there are several current faculty members quali- nea to oo so.
"You can't have Joe Smoe from
the history department coach foot
ban, and just anybody can't coach
debate," says Hershman. The proposed debate system, as she under
stands it, is "not competitive, audi-

fourth speaker and the team

reached the quarter finals, where it
lost to Central Florida University.
In the other competition, the
team reached the
losing
the tournament to Emory University of Atlanta. The team beat Butler
U., Pace, Mercer, Samford, Wayne
State, University of Georgia, and
octo-fina- ls

Wake

Forest

ence oriented, humorous rather

than academic
it's no big thing. i
It doesn't require research skills,"
and we "won't recruit people to do

Kenya: Land Of Contrast

it"

"I came to Wooster for the de
bate team, and I will transfer
because of the cut I don't know of
any system that's better than National Debate Tournament debate-- .
which I'm committed to." said
Scott Piepho, a freshman member
of the debate team.
I think debate is the single
.. .. v ::
academic activity. It teaches ana
lytical thinking and organization
and it is excellent training for law Phyllis
Hershman of the
schooL It puts aU skills that are
taught in the classroom to use. In Speech Department wm be
to liberal arts it encompas- leaving Wooster after the
could develop into one of the major regard
every
ses
topic: debaters do inten third quarter of this year.
political forces on the African conand become quite rnotograpn oy Franz Jantx
sive
research
tinent due to the moderate course it expert There are
no restrictions in en.
follows in world politics.
debate" such as division distinc
VTT7V

Jeff Pereira is from Mombisa, out. The next foreign power to and Investment The main foreign
Kenya, and will give us n over- arrive on Kenyan shores were the exchange earners are tourism, cofview of the nature of the Republic British and their dreams of an fee and tea with the main imports
of Kenya in terms of its land and empire. Their stay lasted for 70 being farm machinery, on and
years when, after a bitter struggle motor vehicles.
its people.
As a developing country, Kenya
Kenya presents particular inter- for independence, British imperial
but this
est as an African country, due to ism was defeated and Kenya be- "claims" to be
a Republic.
is not wholly true as the Western
her potential in the Black African came
The population of the country is countries almost control the local
struggle for independence. Despite
political problems and financial dif- extremely diverse. The main cities economy.
Kenya is a land of contrast which
ficulties, illustrated by the coup and towns are very cosmopolitan in
makeup. There are four is perhaps unequalled anywhere
d'etat which took place this sum- their racial
mer, Kenya is still one of the distinct groups that can be classi- else in East and Central Africa and
non-align-

BY

first there are the original indigenous Kenyans who consist of many
different tribes. Then there Is a
large
population made
up of Arabs, Europeans and Asians
who are the legacy of colonialism.
non-Afric-

-.-
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Introducing- STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Special offer valM with student LD.

1

Haircut
Shampoo, Cut, and Clow Dry $10.59- - 13.59
Porm (Include haircut) 934.59-952.5- 9

ft" S

flV

4

VKttS,i-j-

TANZANIA

f

97-99.- 59

INDIAN
OCEAN

Call today 2M-z2145 N. Merfcet Stroot
Downtown Wooster

,

JTp

The landscape of the country is
also very diversified. It consists of
rt
to the north,
desert and
tush forests in Central Kenya, rain
forests on the coast and grasslands
known as Savannah' in the interi-

Kenya is a Third World country
lies on the East African
Coast. A country made op of some
225,000 square miles. Kenya has
emerged as one of the leading
nations of East and Central Africa,
after gaining its "Uhuru," or independence from Britain in 1983.
Kenyan history can go back to
the early 14th and 15th centuries
when records of some parts of the
country, especially the coast, were
first kept. The coast was settled by
the Oman! Arabs first and then the
Portuguese. For three centuries
there was a great amount of
bloodshed between the two groups
with the Portuguese finally losing

.....

"

UGANM
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WE OFFER THS CUT YOU KEEP

semi-dese-

which

.

an

SUOAN

JEFF PEKEIXA

---

A

fied among the people of Kenya;

strongest and economically soundest countries in Africa. A sign of
Kenya 's potential as a leader Ha the
Black African world is the formation of the East Africa Development Bank, along with Tanzania
and Uganda. Its break-u- p showed
some of the weaknesses of these
Jiations. but also revealed the dis
comfort the United States felt in
seeing these countries join in an
effort to gain increased political
strength and to promote trade within the Development Bank.
There is a lot to be said about
Kenya and her potential role in
Africa, but today we win deal with
a kind of introduction in the general picture the country presents.
Tessie Txavaras
The Internationalist

ed

cast
.

or. Temperatures vary greatly

around the country and the differences can be vividly illustrated by
the temperature at the coast which
is t5 F. an through the year and the
temperature of the highlands,
which is around 45 F. an through
the year. Many of the large towns,
including the capital city of Nairobi, are in the interior, while the
important port of Mombasa is the
largest town on the coast.
Economically, Kenya is very
heavily dependent on Western aid
i
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Copeland T6 Announce
Initiation Guidelines
tween the establishment of the new
guidelines and their actually being
The other primary document for put
practice.
the Ad Hoe Committee's report is - Ininto
his opinion, however, the next
the NO HAZING Statement of Delta couple
years win be one of the
Chi. a national fraternity. Delta keys to.of the success
of the new
Chi. which adopted a "no hazing"
If the sections and clubs
policy into its constitution, issued a proposals.
are too strongly influenced by a
list of "actions and activities which sense
of tradition and feel they
are explicitly prohibited" which
was considered by the committee. cant change, then the possibility of
In the final report to the president, activities being taken "underIf this happens, the
Collins said that they "suggested ground" exists.
to. the new guidelines
that section and club initiations transition
may not necessarily be so smooth. '
conform to those guidelines."
Although the entirety of the report isn't likely to be released until
Copeland's formal announcement,
Collins was willing to discuss some
of the specifics. In addition to the
Sunday, Jan. 23,
Life Planning
recommendations concerning- - the
p.m. Faculty Lounge,
general guidelines, the Ad Hoc
in CPPS office.
committee also had several specific
suggestions. One of the most imporDecision Making - Tuesday,
tant of these concerns was the Jan. 25, T p.m. Lowry Room 118.
appointing of initiation week superThursday,
Interview Skills
visors.
Jan. 27, 7 p.m. CPPS office.
In the past, the Initiation Week
Committee (a branch of Campus
RECRUITING SCHEDULE
Council) had used students as "obpresent
at
servers" who were to be
Ashland Theological Seminary,
activities and report on them to the Tuesday. Jan. 25.
IWC. The new committee has rec-- j
Navy. Wednesday and Thursday,
ommended that the role of the Jan. 28 and 27.
"observers" be transformed from a
Ohio Northern College of Law.
passive one to an active one.
Wednesday. Jan. 28.
If the new guidelines are adopted, there would be initiation week
Continued front Page 1

.

CPPS Presents

Pre-sign-- up

1-4:- 30

(5HIlge

"supervisors" with the power to

immediately suspend any activity
which they deemed to be in violation of initiation week guidelines.
This particular recommendation
was strongly prompted by the existence of the hazing liability legislation, Collins added. He recognised

that the expansion of the observer
role would demand more from
those who accepted the positions.
Another major factor, Collins asserted, would be the "composition
of the monitoring committee." For
this reason, Collins' group also
suggested that the Initiation Week '
Committee be augmented by the
inclusion of some of the members
of the Ad Hoc Committee. This
move. would serve as the link be

site.
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Dave Ovlatt, a disabled veteran.

.

Is Interested In helping students
with their French, American Histo-

ry, or Political Science. He's

earned his undergraduate degree
from Dartmouth in Political Science. Give him a call,
264-490-

8.

HELP WANTED: College students. Ground floor opportunity to
2
per hour part-tim- e
earn
showing an exclusive new product
line not sold in stores. Experience
unnecessary- - For Interview phone
$10-81-

419-884-35-
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Life In The Heavenly City
Here are the Headlines:
Dean Dick is searching for new
staff members to replace those who
refuse to relocate to the L.C. Pit
Cold, locked out. trying to get
across campus after dark? Where
is security? Having their picture
taken ... again!
To those of you who thought that
the hot water problems would leave
with Ed Cerne ... Sorry!
Armington and Kenarden go
chess to chess. Watch this column
for further moves.
Well, Reaganomics has taken its
toll on everyone. In order for Mr.
Christopher to pay for his expensuite he is going to
sive
be forced to auction off 70 of his
best sweaters. Ohio's own Sothe-byalias Porter's Garth Auctioneers of Delaware (Ohio), will
conduct this sale of some of the
area's most desirable natural fibers. Prices are expected to be
outrageous so bring your American
Express Gold Card and Social registration for admission purposes.
No Nouveaus please!
A major turmoil erupted within
the Voice staff last week as Editor-in-ChiSpence lost a photographer
and a flunky. Mr. Spence said that
he was celebrating his release from
Double
the Triple
Whammy probation which, as regular readers of this fertilizer will
remember, he was placed under
last quarter by the Abbot of Galpin.
Sources indicate that the reason for
d
his release lies in a
administration approval of Mr.
Spence's seal clubbing activities.
In response to the great job
. accredited to them last week, the
Front Desk has announced that
they will now offer an adolescent
sitting service for the community.
This move should benefit the Col-lege by increasing ties with the city
and boosting candy sales.
What is a girl from Vermont who
has only been here one quarter
think she's doing? Trying to tell
people who have been here much
longer what there is to do in Ohio
on a weekend if you have the
off-camp-us

s,

ef

Top-Secr- et

deep-seede-

.

transportation.

Great idea! Poor

execution.

Don't forget to visit the Hygeia
germ pool for your quarter's worth
of misery and distress. While we're
on the subject ... congratulations to
Dr. Peto on his new baby girl.
Evidently he's finally figured out
what it's all about.
The Voice, after last week, finally seems to be getting a clear
picture ... Good job Mike and
Franz.
Hi Ella.
Are the Fenderson's really sisters or were they left by Gypsies?
This Campus is too small ...
security knows everything ... Just
ask Linda.
Hot tip for the guys: Rumor has
it that after just one little drink
R.T. just can't stop.
Concurring with tradition surpassing all other campus bungling,
this year's Index has turned to
security and taken to calling the
dorms and small houses to identify
students ... it seems to be too
difficult for them to take records as
they go.
Can Chem Majors cope with
spoon-fe- d
I.S.?
Will George ever wash his face?
Does the Amishman have any
real friends?
Will anyone ever figure out who
really sits in front of this typewriter?
Is R. Pelagalli really a travel
agent?
Who cares?
Have a safe weekend.
FINALLY ... SNOW! ! !
' Who cut Dick D.'s hair.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Editors of
The Wooster Voice are offering a
reward for any information leading
to the true identity of the writer(i)
of
Any credible data leading to the
persecution of the authors of the
above words win result in ignoni-mou- s
public humiliation of the perpetrators. Those providing evidence win be permitted to utter
pejoratives in the general direction
of the accused.
t-folun-

iBr

Private Schools
Losing Ground
Study Indicates
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS)

Private colleges are not only losing
current students to
public and community colleges, but
are suffering a significant decline
in the number of freshmen who
start there, according to a new
report.
Confirming earlier predictions, a
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAI-Cstudy shows freshmen enrollment at a third of the nation's
private institutions has dropped by
10 percent or more this fall.
"It means trouble for the less
schools," says NAI-Cspokesman Bill McNamara.
"For many independent schools,
the outlook is grim unless the
administration's financial aid poli
cies are changed."
Since the Reagan administration
began its program of cutbacks and
limitations on federal student aid,
educators have been predicting students would have to leave private
which typically charge
colleges
higher tuition for public campuses because they could no longer
afford private school without aid.
Last month, NAICU reported that
as many as 200,000 students may
have dropped out of private coly
leges and transferred to
public schools this fall.
Officials noted then that
and minority students were
probably the ones transferring. McNamara notes the same trend
among the missing freshmen.
"From our records, we're losing
e
freshmen for the
the
most part," he says. "Without a
healthy financial aid policy, private
schools could once again become
the preserve of the wealthy."
Harvard, for example, actually
had to advertise for more
applicants over the spring
and summer.
less-expensi-

ve

well-endow-

less-costl-

low-inco-

o

me

Wooster Senior Tom Van Cleef sprays water on Lowry
Center patio in order to fashion a skating rink. Tempera-tare- s,
which were in single figures earlier in the week, aided
Van Cleef s efforts. Temperatures over the weekend, however, are expected to soar into the SO's. Photo by Ifichael
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Solicits Votes
In The Nude

esti-

stumates some 16,000 first-yedents who ordinarily would have
enrolled at private colleges opted
for public colleges instead.
enrollA number of smaller-scal- e
ment surveys support his conclu-

i

ar

NM (CPS)

ALBUQUERQUE.

student senate candidate at the
University of New Mexico has
learned that baring your soul to
your constituents isn't. necessarily
the best way to get elected.
nutriKevin Bersell, a
tion major hoping to "grab somebody's eye,", hung campaign posters around campus showing him in
the nude.
A

24-year-- old

"Ask what Mary Kay can do for
Free fecials with deliveries to the

yew.1

Carol Williams
Skin cere consultant
Phones

cosjpyics

S45-S2- SS

the Carriage Oardenss

Tuotday Collmgm I.D. Mltm
p.m.
Tuesday. Wednesday.
p.m.
Thursday. SOe-lltFriday. Saturday. S--l
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Market St.
Wooster. Ohio

stylos and cuts.

228 S.

263-11-

4t30-12t3-

1

xraditi

Gary' Clipper Shop

8--12

M

drinks for our woiin guests
will be half price.
Thursday It Maxlean Mltm.
Attend the Carriage Oordons and enoy

Bersell says the photo, which
shows him from behind and in
which he wears only wrap-around

sunglasses, was taken last summer
by bis brother.
But the student election commission was unimpressed, and ordered
Bersell to place "censored" stickers over his photographed derriere
or risk being booted off the ballot.
Although the poster did attract
attention, and publicity, it didn't
help. Bersell came in 19th among
the 22 candidates vying for 12
senate seats.
Nude campaigning isn't the only
odd bit of electioneering this falL
A student ran as King Fred at the
University of Maryland, pledging to
turn the student government into a
monarchy. Joe Derita, a candidate
for Harvard's Undergraduate Couny
cil, turned out to be an
creation of the Harvard
Lampoon, which advertised Deri-ta- 's
platform as based on "making
place." Hank, a
Harvard
character in a campus comic strip,
is running for president of Texas'
entirely-imaginar-

a-ha- ppy

newly-reforme-

North Coast

All

-

v-

U

ed

In Iowa, University of Iowa researchers found a two percent decline in the state's private school
enrollments this fall. There are 11
percent fewer freshmen enrolled at
Iowa independent colleges, but
three percent more at public
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Men and Woman's stylo cuts
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Westminster
Church
Presbyterian
"The Protestant Chapel
on Campus"
Student Fellowship, Wednesdays
9 p.m.. Church House
Worship, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
McGaw Chapel
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BY PETE BOTTI
If you are an avid fan of the
Scot's basketball team, you might
come to this conclusion: the Scots
do not always get the breaks in
games, especially near the end.
This was particularly evident in
their two previous OAC confront
Hons, as they lost to both Ohio
Wesleyan
and Capital
On Wed., Jan. 12, in front of an
apathetic crowd, with the exception
of the vociferous Krapper's cheer
ing section and a few enthusiastic
Wooster fans, the Scots entertained
Ohio Wesleyan. Despite playing a
good game .both offensively and
defensively, as usual the Scots
committed too many errors, partic
ularly at crucial times in the game.
These conspicuous aspects of the
Scot's game were due to their
"lack of maturity and poise in later
game situations," said Coach Bill

assets, which could be seen, toward
the final minutes of the game, as
they were patient with the Scot's
stalling, which enabled them to
receive the final bid.
At ; the very beginning of the
game, the Scots encountered two
types of defenses. a press and
match-u- p
sone, from the Battling
Bishops. However, the Scots had
little difficulty cashing in on baskets, as they shot nearly 50 percent
from the field, while the Battling
Bishops sank 43 percent of their
shots from the field to remain close
to the Scots 3 halftlme lead. The
Scots had a
scoring
attack the first half, with Jesse
Smith, a 6'4 Junior from Cleveland.
pumping in eight points, while both
Ron BeaL a 6'0 Junior from Dover.
and Erie Short, a 6'2 Junior from
Orrvme. each scoring six points to
lead the way.
- During the second half, the Scots
Brown.
On the other hand, the Battling subsided defensively as the BatBishops had these two important tling Bishops scored on 16 posses- --

4
.

Drops TWo

B-B- all

--

55-5- 3,

--

27-1- 8.

28-2-

well-balanc-

ed

sions, with the help of their post
men who frequently ' scored when
they touched the ban. However, the
Scots kept, the game dose, with
Beal scoring 12 of his 18 points, and
Chris Thomas, a 64 Senirr from
Zanesvllle.- cashing in on seven of
his 11 points, with five pojxts coming from the foul line, tc keep the
margin close throughout Hie second
half. Wooster led by as many as
four point at
while Ohio
Wesleyan had leads of two points.
-

45-4- 1,

The Scots' Smith, an Integral

part of their scoring attack, picked

up his fourth foul, and had to sit out
with aDoroximatelv 14 minutes left
in the second half which kept the
Scots from possibly opening up the.
score of the game.
With 1:35 remaining on the clock.
in the second half, the Scots had
possession of the ball, and were
intending to go for the last shot;
however, it was never meant to be.
as the Scots accidentally passed the
ball Into a Battling Bishops play
er's hands. Subsequently, Ohio
Wesleyan ran down the time on the
clock to three seconds, as a Eat- -

Continued on Page
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Women Defeat Oberlin
The Wooster Women's Swim

Team destroyed the Oberlin squad
8
by a score of
last Tuesday.
The team was paced by four double
101-4-

winners. Senior

Bomig won the

Defense straggles with offense aggressively in women's
basketball this week against the Muskingum Huskies.
Wooster won, 62 to 55. Photograph by Uiehael Yeloff.

Women IJp H ecorH
'
v .
BY PETE VAN HABTESVELDT
thrilling last second shot to
by
The Wooster women's basketball bring the Scots .into the locker room
team continued their winning ways with a 0 lead. The Scots made it
last week by taking three games look easy the second half as they

r

22-2-

out of three, boosting their record
to a very impressive 10-- The Scots
began last Thursday by defeating a
tough Muskingum squad by a score
Amy Smith played an
of
outstanding game with a 16 point
effort that led the Wooster scoring
drive. Maribeth Bentler perpetuated her reputation as an outstanding
rebounder by grabbing a total of 14,
and Kris Leslie also continued to
play well by scoring 14 points.
Playing at home on Saturday, the
Scots crushed Capital by a score of
The turning point seemed to
come at the end of the first half.
Down by a score of
the Scots
made a scoring charge culminated
2.

62-5- 5.

54-3- 7.

20-1- 2,

led all the way, outscoring their
opponent by 15. The game belonged
to Dartene Kemp who led the team
in both rebounds and points (13 and
14 respectively). When it became
apparent the game was in hand,
coach Nichols brought in the second string who held their own
featuring some nice shooting by
BarbEndeL '
On Tuesday . night the Scots
brought the week to a successful
end by burying Oberlin by a score
of
The scoring was led by
Ifaribeth Bentler with 12 points and
Amy Smith and Pam Chapman who
scored 8 points apiece. The next
home game is tomorrow at 2.

Ella

co-capta-in

LM. and the 50
free as the team's other,
Junior Sherri Sterling took the 200
LM. and the 200 butterfly. A pair of
sophomores. Susan. Allen andLAmy.
Buss won the 100 and 200 freestyle
and the 100. and , 200 breastroke,
100

co-capta-

.,

in,

freestyle , 100 freestyle and National qualifying 400 LM.) and double-winneElla Romig (100 LM. and
50 freestyle) and. Amy Buss (200
and 100 breaststroke), the Scotties
'
whipped their opposition
Sophomore Amy Buss, whose 100'
breaststroke ' time was - quick
enough to make the National cut
times, commented on the meet. She
felt .that the team swam well and
would definitely beat Denison at
the State meet Echoing her coach
es' sentiment Buss added that "a
lot of people will be qualifying for
nationals at the State meet;
rs

-

88-6- 0.

BY DON SANZPORD

muster against the Pennsylvania-base- d
Westminster squad was a
stunning 200 freestyle swim by
senior Chris O'Daniel In which he
bested the entire field with a winning time of 1:55:68. The rest of the
meet' was a disappointment to the
squad as they were outclassed by
their
foe and the
final score was a dismal
The team fared little better
against the Purple Raiders of
-

non-conferen-

ce

63-4- 5.

Mount Union.' Along with O'Das- -

iel's 200 freestyle victory, tLe Scots
400 medley relay of Wert. Csert.
respectively. ...
Lawson and Riley also garnered a
Other winners for the team were
win and the team was down by only
llarrteNeumer (1650 freestyle). Jen Mount Defeats Wov :
a point at the beginning cf the 1
"
Bodgers (100 fly) and both; the 400
meter diving. From that rslzt on.
medley and 400 freestyle relays.
the
Raiders took Crst in aU '
The
Wooster
-Swim
Men's
.Team but Purple
Earlier this week. the team trav3 meter divinx. which was .
the
eled to Denison to face the Big Bed wa: unable 4o better either of its won by freshman Tim Cruao. The
meet final score of the meet was la.
in dual meet competition. Paced by opponents in a double-dutriple-winnSherri Sterling (200 here this past weekend.
TO, Wooster 42.
The only win the Scots ' could Union
--

--
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'M.B.' Grows Tall With Scotties
7 Kw

Maribeth Bentler is not the type
of basketball player one notices
fight away. She is not exceptionally
tall, is never flashy and rarely
makes mistakes.
But Just because she .does not
attract a lot of attention does not
mean "MB" does not deserve it. As
a freshman last season, she set a
new single-seasorecord with 216
rebounds while scoring 7.0 points
per game to help the Scotties to an
18-- 5
record.
Chances are good that her rebound record will . not last long.
This season, she has pounded the
boards at a pace that will easily
eclipse 'last year's mark. But in
addition, the Canton Central Catho
n,

lic High School graduate has become more of an offensive threat
"She's done everything we have
asked her to do," said Scottie coach
Nan Nichols.
"Maribeth does her Job quietly,"
continued Nichols. "She rebounds
at both ends and gets good inside
position."
Bentler is indeed the type of
player most coaches would like to
have. She downplays. her individual
accomplishments, stressing the importance of team basketball.
"I Just try to keep my head up
and do the best I can to help the
team," Bentler said. "We all try to
our offense
find the open person
is not centered on one player."
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left in the first half to 11:19 left in
the second half, without scoring a
basket During this time, the Scots
Continued from Page 11
were not trying too hard for a
basket, as they did not drive to the
tling Bishop then shot a
hoop, or position men underneath
s the ball hit nothing but net for a for a possible bucket, but Just
victory, improving their record to stalled.
a
When asked about the Scots in(12).
The Scots played better than the tentions of stalling. Coach Brown
Battling Bishops in some categor- responded, "We were trying to
ies, notably in rebounding, as Short drive Capital out of their defense."
six of the Time later expired to end the half
hauled down a team-hig- h
Scots' 24 rebounds, while Ohio Wes-ley- withCapitalon top at
When the Scots charged the Cruhad 17 rebounds. However,
the free throws were an important saders before and after their impofactor in the outcome, as Ohio tent offensive display, they had
Wesleyan cashed in on 13 of their 16 some high percentage shots, for
foul shots, while the Scots made T instance, layups and short Jump
of 11 shots from the penalty stripe. shots, but were unable to convert
Furthermore, the Scots committed on most of them.
12 turnovers, while the Battling
Because the Scots did not have
' Bishops only had seven turnovers.
their offensive threat. Smith, who
If you are one who likes plenty of sprained his ankle the day before
high scoring,
offense
the game, the offense had to be
you changed from one of passive ball
Jump shots and fastbreaks
were probably not too pleased with control to passive stalling. If Smith
the Scots stalling tactics, as they had played the Scots would have
were on the short end of a 8
been more inclined in their at(more like a football score) Capital tempts to score, and less
victory, Saturday, Jan. 15.
Despite their lack of scoring,
The Scots' offensive strategy left
a lot to be desired, as they went 19 "The Scots played very hard defenminutes and 46 seconds, from 11:05 sively, using a 3 sone, but had

Scot

B-B- all

Drops Two
23-foot-

er,

5--

7-- 6.

an

25-fo-

ot

27-1-

pass-oriente-

2--

d.

crucial breakdowns,' said Coach
Brown. "Because Capital had four

Davo Cry en:

varsity lettermen in

three-ye- ar

their starting lineup, they

Scot Sport Scene

main-

tained their poise, having been in
that situation many times before,"
said? Coach Brown.

Although the Scots were physical-

ly smaller, they outrebouhded
tal 16-- with Chris Thomas hauling
8,

down seven rebounds to lead the
Scots. The Scots committed 11 turnovers, while Capital had 8 turn-

overs.

When Capital gained possession
of the ball in the second half and

missed, shooting 70 percent from
the field. Furthermore, the Crusaders made six of their eight foul
shots for 75 percent On the other
hand, the Scots did not exactly set
the nets on fire, shooting a paltry
24 percent from the field, account
tag partly for their downfall. Much
to the fans' amazement the Scots
still held onto the ball, instead of
trying for a basket when they fell
behind, at times by 10 and 12
points. When they realized time
was expiring, they made several
efforts to score which proved to be
futile.
The Crusaders outscored the
2
in the second half, to
Scots
improve their record to 11-- 3
the Scots dropped to 9
Tomorrow the Scots will host
--

20-1-

(3-0- );

(0-3- ).

5--

Baldwin-Wallac-

e.

The men's basketball team, now
in the OAC. did not win the
hearts of many students with their
deliberate play last Saturday night
Although the injury to Jesse Smith
did play a big factor in the decision
by Coach Bill Brown, the Scots
were very tentative and did' not
take even the best of shots on some
occasions.
The women's team is displaying
excellent balance so far this season. Coach Nan. Nichols has a solid
starting five and several players
who can come, in off the bench
without hurting the team. 2 at the
time, the Scotties have won four in
a row since losing to M alone in
December.
Wrestling is off to a solid 4-- 2
start John Srock is the key for the
Scots this season. Look for Srock to
be down to 190 lbs. within the next
week or two. The Scots have a
heme match on Thursday, the 27th.
The pool is rocking with the
waves of national qualifiers. Sherri
Sterling of the Scotties tias already
qualified in several events. Even
though the men haven't : won a
match yet look for them to be
tough in OAC competition.
0-- 3

Capi-

shot it, the Crusaders hardly

'

9--

Yomboro Pleased By Wrestlers
BY LIZ GABBER
The Wooster wrestlers have been
busy this past week. Saturday, the

Keith Byers

(12-5- ),

and John

Srock (pin 0:45).
Wooster bad a very close match

team traveled to Wittenberg for a against Heidelberg but lost
against Muskingum. Hei- The other loss came from "a tough
delberg, and Wittenberg. Despite a Muskingum team.
The matmen were on the road
2
record for that day. Coach Bob
Yomboro is impressed with the again Tuesday evening. They traveled to M alone College for a dual
way the team is shaping up.
The Wooster grapplers won meet against the Pioneers.
Decision-in- g
Wooster pulled off several indiagainst Wittenberg
their opponents for Wooster vidual wins but the total , team
Steve score found Malone the victor. The
were Kent Thurston
final score was Malone 31,,Wooster
Allen
Steve Chychlyk (10-2- ),
24-2- 8.

tri-mat- ch
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P.S.: This column is intended to

be a sounding board for the campus
to view their sporting views about
things on or off campus. Each week
a certain topic will be discussed. It.
will not necessarily be on campus,
nor will it always be off campus.
Jvexr Week: The Super Bowl, who
will win and whj.

INDEX UPDATE:
Here is the latest news on the
Index, that is the 1882 yearbook.
We must apologize for announcing what we were led to believe
were the actual dates for distribution of the books and then being
forced to change them. This time
we are happy to announce with a
good deal of certainty that the
books will be available to be picked
up on the afternoons of Saturday,
Jan. 29 and Sunday, Jan. 30.
-

.

(8-2- ),

.

Solid reports are coming from
the upper hallways of the. PEC
where the baseball team Is training. It founds like the Scots will be
back on the winning track in the
spring. Chuck Chokenea is back to
assist Coach Tim Pettorini with the
squad.
IK's are off and running once
again under- - the direction of Phil
Rhodes and Chris Williams. 'A'
league has the Vers, Thrower's
Team, The Delta' and 7A looking
for the crown. 'B League has the
7B, Omega I. Snatch and WAFU
squads looking for the top spots in
the league. Douglass and the Purple Helmets are long shots as of
this point
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